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Sommario

The production Technician carries out the production of radiopharmaceuticals according to cGMP rules and
approved SOPs.

About the Role

Major accountabilities:

·  Working in shifts, perform the necessary activities for the preparation and production of batches 

·  Perform routine maintenance and cleaning, periodic microbiological verification of pharmaceutical areas and
equipment and support external specialized personnel in carrying out extraordinary
maintenance/qualification activities; 

·  Promptly report to the Production Manager and the Qualified Person any deviation and/ or out of
specification detected during the production process; 

·  Perform incoming and outgoing verification activities of raw materials and materials 

·  Collaborate with the Production Manager to the management of material stocks and waste materials 

·  Collaborate with the Production Manager to the training of new personnel 

·  Collaborate with the Production Manager and the Qualified Person to the CAPA implementation for the
production areas and processes

Minimum Requirements: 
Work Experience: Previous experience in radiopharmaceutical companies is desirable.

Education:      Scientific background 

Languages :

Fluent Italian
Basic level of English.

Why Novartis: Helping people with disease and their families takes more than innovative science. It takes a
community of smart, passionate people like you. Collaborating, supporting and inspiring each other.
Combining to achieve breakthroughs that change patients’ lives. Ready to create a brighter future together?
https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture
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Join our Novartis Network: Not the right Novartis role for you? Sign up to our talent community to stay
connected and learn about suitable career opportunities as soon as they come up:
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network

Divisione
Operations
Business Unit
Innovative Medicines
Posizione
Italia
Sito
Ivrea
Company / Legal Entity
IT58 (FCRS = IT058) AAA Italy Srl.
Functional Area
Technical Operations
Job Type
Full time
Employment Type
Temporary (Fixed Term)
Shift Work
No
Apply to Job

Novartis is committed to building an outstanding, inclusive work environment and diverse teams'
representative of the patients and communities we serve.
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